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.Comment on Single EIR for Kendall Square Amendment No.Comment on Single EIR for Kendall Square Amendment No 1010

This SEIR, as prepared by the Cambridge Redevelopment Authority and

Boston Properties, represents an important primary step in developing a comprehensive

assessment of Red Line performance during the peak periods. As such it is a

fundamental building block for any later study -- EIR or independent study report -- of

rail transit service in the Boston area, and indeed may serve such a function for other

cities as well.

This EIR does not yet do everything one might wish to see in a transit-related EIR.

It would have benefited from more extensive analysis of train headway data and the

phenomenon of bunching. Unreliable service is usually caused by bunching -- the

uneven spacing of trains with single very long gaps in front of very crowded trains ...

followed by several trains bunched behind with very short headways. Some of those

bunched trains will not be fully loaded, resulting in a functional loss of capacity caused

by the bunching. Average trains speeds may be reduced as a result, contributing to a

further loss of capacity.

What the EIR tells us is that if the trains are operated with even spacing at

scheduled headways .... then there will be enough capacity in the Red Line system to

handle new ridership growth from the MXD Kendall Square area. In the more common

vernacular the message could have been stated more simply : "Just run the trains on-

time." The benefits of more efficient train operations can be implemented quickly and

cheaply without expensive construction and with benefits to capacity, reduced passenger

delays and less travel distress.
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While the MEPA scope and resulting SEIR may be the first step, it is not the only one

now being considered. State officials are already discussing the interagency process to

follow up on the ongoing Kendall Square Mobility Task Force. MassDOT should focus on

the mobility of the Red Line, possibly to include other directly affected communities

such as Boston, Quincy and Somerville. The ultimate goal is to plan for improvements to

existing operational reliability and to plan for sufficient new capacity to meet area

growth demands.

Other cities such as New York and Chicago are also struggling with older transit

systems in need of expensive maintenance and improved operations. Boston -- because

of its potential for significant capacity improvements -- is poised to take the leadership

nationally and even internationally to demonstrate solutions to the widespread problems

of transit operations in older cities, especially common bugaboos like bunching.

This EIR may be MEPA's first attempt at scoping for transit on a development project

in a major way. To avoid appearing to offer criticism of this important pioneering effort,

I have limited my transit hopes and concerns to a concluding section on "Transit Issues

to Look for Next ...."

Other environmental impacts are discussed in the EIR, but with a lesser potential for

influential changes in the way people look at the way cities should work. The most

noteworthy is the apparent ineffectiveness of the Boston roadway system to allow for

significant capacity expansion, while the rail transit system appears to be operating at

only one-quarter of its capacity potential. This inefficiency represents an extraordinary

opportunity for improvement which could place the MBTA at the forefront of improving

mass transit properties in the world. Such a result would be a fundamental reversal of

the regional funk that has persisted since last winter's storms.

The Proper Role of Transit Oriented Development

Many communities have adopted the mantra of "Transit Oriented Development," as if

the sole task of the modern developer is to build close to a transit station and thereby

provide reduced parking. The parking reductions are welcome, but it is completely

inappropriate for developers and City Halls to ignore the transit capacity implications.

Boston and Somerville represent the strongest TOD advocates, yet also have avoided any
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commitment to understanding the importance of transit capacity -- be it the Red Line or

the Green Line .... or even the Orange Line.

Only in the little province of Kendall Square is there any evident progress in

recognizing the linkage between growth and transit capacity. Since last winter's

collapse of the MBTA, the practical aspects of TOD have risen to the forefront. How can

the MBTA provide everyday service to urban areas already limited by traffic congestion

and parking? How can transit service once again be seen as more reliable that road

travel during winter storms?

The Renaissance of transit thinking at Kendall Square was not directed by

Cambridge City Hall or the Chamber of Commerce. It was a localized coming together

of thoughtful people who realized the practical connection of mass transit service and

the prosperity of both existing and proposed institutions, be they business or

universities. The first initiatives were taken by the Cambridge Redevelopment Authority,

followed by Boston Properties and MIT. All recognized it was in their own personal

interest to have high quality transit, and that simple "access to transit" was not enough.

The modern concept of TOD needs to be expanded and made more positive with

predictable transit results.

While other Cambridge entities such as the Planning Board, City Hall and the Volpe

Center have been at least moderately supportive of the new concept of transit planning,

I would hope that in the coming months they can be more active in their participation.

The Dead End in Traffic Capacity

In past years most transportation sections of EIRs have been prepared by traffic

engineers, who followed established methods of various versions of the Highway

Capacity Manual. Most traffic engineers belong to the Institute of Transportation

Engineers, which was originally called the Institute of Traffic Engineers. Original biases

in favor of highway traffic remain, and transit engineers are a tiny separate minority.

As best as I can tell, the ITE has played no part whatsoever in dealing with the transit

crisis triggered by last winter's storms in Boston.
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Extensive traffic analysis is included in 1100 EIR appendix pages of traffic

calculations. The traffic analysis of the Kendall EIR -- while thorough -- illustrates some

of the problems with the Highway Capacity Manual and related computer models. These

technicalities pale in comparison with the overarching message of the traffic analysis

itself : that there is no reservoir of additional capacity that can be drawn out of Boston's

road system.

EIR Comparisons of existing peak hour traffic volumes with traffic estimates in five

years show a 30 percent increase in traffic on Third Street -- a heavily congested local

street during peak travel hours. There is no way that this congested street can

accommodate a 1/3 increase in traffic. Nor does the EIR propose any traffic capacity

solutions. The old bottlenecks remain in place and limit the vehicular flow.

Moreover, other priorities for street improvements are taking priority over vehicular

movements, especially for bicycles and pedestrians. In effect, decades of traffic

engineering neglect of pedestrian and bike needs are now being rectified. The message

is : do not expect any major increase in traffic capacity. An additional hidden message

is : do not build additional parking that will feed the traffic demand.

The existing highway system has had a long history of congestion, traffic queues,

and delays. Construction of the Big Dig has not reduced traffic congestion in the area,

and has increased it at Leverett and Charles Circles. As a result, traffic volumes on the

Cambridge side of the Charles River have been dropping over the past 15 years due to

the Level-of-Service F consequences of these traffic bottlenecks.

The automobile will not be leaving the city, but there is no remotely successful

traffic solution for the metropolitan Boston area in existence or likely to appear. All the

old traffic engineering promises to "cure" highway congestion are simply history with no

useful application today. The road system is what it is, and any deficiencies it has today

will not be substantially changed in the coming decades.

Some recent innovations can improve the parking situation, such as carsharing (e.g.

Zipcar), so that we can foresee continued use of cars in the city, but with a decreased

need for parking. At Kendall Square, the original plan provided for an auto-centric 4,300

spaces, and did not anticipate 21st century preferences for transit and less auto
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dependence. We should simply accept today's 2,667 as the parking limit and that actual

parking needs may decrease in the future. The proponents should simply abandon their

plan to add 740 new parking spaces as part of new 1 million sf expansion. The goal

should be no increase in parking ... and no additional net car trips to the area. Even as

the EIR makes progress in its transit analysis, it retains undue obedience to the auto-

centric mantras of the 1950s, which make no more sense for the city than the thankfully

abandoned Inner Belt highway plans of the same vintage.

When scoping of EIRs was introduced in 1977, a lengthy period ensued over the next

eight years to assure that significant traffic problems were addressed in a thorough and

orderly manner. Initially the preferred methods were critical lane analysis, prior to the

appearance of computer models. In the beginning it was close to chaos, but MEPA

learned to write traffic scopes and raise the level of consistency. The time may have

come to help the Kendall EIR raise the level of transit analysis with better definition and

clarity of what would be expected of a quality transit review.

Rail Transit Potentials for Major Capacity Benefits

By contrast, it is transit and particularly rail transit that offers the best possible

capacity improvements. Transit capacity sources identify the capacity of a single track

of heavy rail transit as 40,000 passengers per hour. The MBTA citest current congested

usage of the Red Line at the Kendall peak load point as in the range of of 8,500 to 9,500

riders an hour. Thus the Red Line is being used at less than one-quarter of potential

capacity.

In other words, three-quarters of potential Red Line capacity is going unused -- even

in the peak hour at the peak load point. Boston has the opportunity to recognize that

this potential exists, and that a good plan and program for efficient high-capacity service

would be able to utilize much of this remaining capacity -- if we as a society decided to

make that choice.

The EIR does recognize the potential contribution from improved bus service, but

the possibilities are limited by traffic congestion. Private bus shuttles can help too,

although the even the well organized EZ-ride service carries only 580 riders a day.
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The opportunity for improvement in rail transit capacity is so great in Boston

because the system is being used so inefficiently today. The operational problems

encountered in other cities such as New York and Chicago are more challenging because

many lines still operate with 2 minute headways, and transit systems are having trouble

maintaining these short headways today. Trains are overloaded by passenger growth

and headways are slipping to 2 1/2 minutes in New York City. Only Boston appears to

have a clear potential for significant improvements in operations.

Significant improvements are possible by using existing equipment and personnel to

operate at equal or even headways -- in other was to run the train on-time. Any such

program can be achieved at very low cost compared with investments into capital

infrastructure. The results can also be achieved quickly, in a matter of months rather

than years.

Unfortunately the EIR proceeds on the assumption that past modal splits are

applicable to new construction. Not so. We cannot continue to assume that a third of all

trips into the Kendall Square area will be made by automobile. Table 2-12 on page 2-34

shows traditional assumptions for modal splits -- based on recent surveys of Kendall land

uses. But vehicular traffic cannot grow and should not grow. The sustainable model for

growth at Kendall must be that all net new trips must be served by transit, pedestrians

and bikes. The sustainable transportation model should set growth transit mode shares

of 70%, with new vehicular growth only 10%. This vehicular growth could be

compensated by such improved transit service that existing drivers to the Kendall

Square area will leave their cars at home or use intermediate park & ride facilities to

travel by transit. When the city of London cut their five-minute headways in half and

effectively doubled line capacity, they suddenly received an unexpected 50 percent

increase in ridership. A vast number of potential riders appear to have been turned off

by poor service or crowded conditions. The lesson is this : provide good transit service

and they will come (and not bring their cars into East Cambridge).

Already the wheels are in motion to increase the number of trains on both the Red

and Orange Lines. These purchases will reduce headways and platform waiting times,

with higher capacity.
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Benefits from Solving the Bunching Problem

The first priority is bunching -- the opposite of the even spacing of trains and buses.

I have measured wide variations in spacing between trains : headways on the Red Line

as low as a minute and forty seconds ... and as long as 13 minutes. The Japanese can

run trains at 2 minute headways, with average variations down to less than 8 seconds.

The Japanese appear to have solved the bunching problem by rigorous adherence to

even-spacing of trains, with close monitoring of the times taken by train movements and

stoppage at stations. Boston transit has already done it. They did it during World War II

when trains were run on 90 second headways. We need to relearn the past and regain

the ability to run the trains on-time.

Running the trains on time can combine with additional Red and Orange Line cars to

provide important capacity improvements in the coming years and provide vital

performance enhancements that the Boston region so desperately needs.

Pedestrians and Bikes

The pedestrian proposals on age S-22 are basically sound. CRA and MIT efforts to

develop a pathway in the Grand Junction corridor offer the potential for Kendall Square

to be linked into the Minuteman Bikeway and community path system from Somerville

and now proposed as part of the Green Line Extension. Extension to Allston remains a

possibility. However, the design for the GLX shows a five-track cross section adjacent to

the Brickbottom apartments, compared to the four tracks that exist today. This

additional track would physically preclude the connection of the Grand Junction to the

regional path system of the Community Path from Somerville.

Wind and Shadow

Some of the proposed new buildings suggest that severe impacts of wind and

shadow could result. The new residential tower at 145 Broadway is shown on the left of

the SEIR cover illustration. A "vertical cliff effect" could be created by this tall building

rising from the back edge of the sidewalk and extending vertically for 350 feet without

steps-backs. Wind and Shadow effects could be very disruptive at the pedestrian level,
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especially because of the increasing number of pedestrians walking along Broadway.

The bulk and proportions of the building need to be changed. It would be better to

locate the high-rise tower above the North Garage and set well back from any public

street in the area.

Another tall building is proposed for the four-story Tech Coop building immediately

adjacent to the T station plaza. This tall building without step backs would likely create

wind and shadow problems for the plaza.

Building step-backs should be specified in the plan, zoning and environmental

assessments. The goal should be to keep the lower cornice line prior to step-back to four

to six stories maximum.

Canyonization of Ames Street between Main and Broadway is already taking effect.

One side of the street already "vertical cliffs" 12 stories high. The opposite side of the

street is likely to result in similar bulk and setbacks.

Because of the excessive bulk of buildings being proposed by this project and others

at Kendall Square I do not support any increase in allowed heights. Without proper

evaluation of architecture and especially the adoption of standards of architectural

excellence, more tall buildings would be an unfortunate addition to today's Kendall

Square which is visually dominated by the mediocrity (or less) of its architecture.

What is the loss of trees and open space from the proposed development? Including

the loss of open space to the rooftop garden, what is the total amount of open space and

lost trees that must be compensated in the MXD district?

Transit Issues to Look for Next ....

The initiative to establish KSTEP and other programs (page S-9) that the proponents

"get it" in terms of operational programs. The next initiative should be a technical

description of how the transit services should work and the assurance of quality in what

they promise, using engineering data analysis. This effort would include on-time

performance, feasible carsharing operations, and additional service capacity,
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We need a deeper assessment and indeed challenge to the way the MBTA has

conducted its own performance assessments in the past. The next report should include

an application of the T's own standards of on-time performance.

The next transit analysts should also include the results of the MIT count in May for

train arrivals at Kendall. This count has now been peer reviewed twice to assure

accuracy. Useful results would be headways, dwell times and statistical variations. One

example of such has been attached as the last page of my comment.

From such data I can concluded that for morning trains headed to Alewife, the

variation in headways averaged 163 seconds in the peak hour, compared to 8 seconds on

Tokyo rail transit. The contrast is extraordinary. In terms of reliability – of regular on-

time performance -- the Red Line is more than 20 times worse that Japanese transit.

As I stated in my comments to the NPC, we need a better model of bunching and

what this conditions does to worsen travel, delays and reliability. The benefits of running

trains on time need to be calculated.

We need a near-term capacity assessment of transit capacity. The Red Line will also

be receiving 132 new cars starting in 2019 and continuing through 2023. Of the 132

older cars they would be replacing, 58 have recently been rebuilt and thus could be

retained -- resulting in an increase of almost ten trains over today's peak hour service.

The coming decade for the Red Line needs to be assessed for actual capacity increases

already in the pipeline. Anything more we do will increase capacity even further beyond

this established effort. Some of the remaining 74 cars could be used or subject to minor

upgrades to allow for continued lifetimes, while unusable cars are scrapped or used for

parts.

The next report could include estimates of comparative train capacity for different

systems around the world. Transit problems around the world can best be solved

cooperatively.

Where highway system are functioning at congested levels, a new look at "modal

splits for the future" should be adopted so as not to make the congestion worse. A

similar approach to parking is needed.
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CONCLUSIONS

* HCM 2010 should not be used in any further studies involving MEPA submissions,

because of its its inability to handle pedestrian exclusive times. The 2000 Version and

related models should be used until something superior can be found.

* The Boston rail transit system dates back more than a century. The Red Line appears

to have a capacity potential of four times that of current peak ridership. In this sense,

Boston has one major advantage over other major American cities : it potential for

improvement is the greatest, because its present level of capacity utilization is so low.

* MEPA should explain to developers how capacity of transit facilities and any increase

thereof is related to the growth in transit riders expected from new development, just as

highway capacities must be considered.

* The level of understanding of transit performance and its assessment may seem

quite primitive, with little agreement on preferred methods. Refinement of transit

analysis methods will be a pioneering task. MEPA will need to keep a flexible approach

to scoping of transit issues.

Sincerely,

Stephen H. Kaiser, PhD

Mechanical Engineer
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MBTA Red Line Performance Measurements (May 2015 counts at Kendall Square by MIT) 7-10 AM Late Trains shown in yellow by MBTA criterion (greater than 6:45)

2015-11-14 Ve rsion 2.1 RED LINE Tra in Ca lculations (Tra in Count by MIT)2015-11-14 Ve rsion 2.1 RED LINE Tra in Ca lculations (Tra in Count by MIT) 6:45 Calculated by S. Kaiser November 15, 2O15 Checked by S. Kaiser November 15, 2O15

To ALEW IFE M a y 12, 2015 T o ALEW IFE M a y 12, 2015 T o ALEW IFE M a y 12, 2015 T o BRAINT REE & ASHM ONT Ma y 13 2015 To BRAINT REE & ASHMONT Ma y 13 2015

T r a in s to ALEW IFE 5-12-15 S t a t i o n He a dw a y H e a dw a y S t d De v G a ps m o r e t h a n Le ve l o f T o BRAINT REE & ASHM ONT 5-13-15 S t a t i o n He a dw a y H e a dw a y S t d De v G a ps m o r e t h a n Le ve l o f
# Ar r i va l t im e De pa r t u r e t im e Dwe l l IN OUT HW In Se r vice Sou th bou nd Ar r i va l t im e De pa r t u r e t im e Dwe ll IN OUT HW In Se r vice

1 7 : 01 : 49 7 : 02 : 18 29###* : *###* : * se co n ds HW In Y/N? He a dw a y In### Ashmont 7 : 02 : 38 7 : 03 : 19 41 x : x x x s e co n ds HW In Y/N? Hea dwa y In###
2 7 : 03 : 58 7 : 04 : 24 26###2 : 09###2 : 06 141 -68% N### LOS F### Ashmont 7 : 09 : 17 7 : 09 : 50 33###6 : 39###6 : 31 129 0% Y### LOS F###
3 7 : 07 : 30 7 : 08 : 00 30###3 : 32###3 : 36 58 -48% N### LOS D### Bra int ree 7 : 13 : 08 7 : 13 : 37 29###3 : 51###3 : 47 39 -43% N### LOS C###
4 7 : 09 : 47 7 : 10 : 08 21###2 : 17###2 : 08 133 -66% N### LOS F### Ashmont 7 : 17 : 27 7 : 17 : 59 32###4 : 19###4 : 22 11 -36% N### LOS B###
5 7 : 12 : 15 7 : 12 : 40 25###2 : 28###2 : 32 122 -63% N### LOS F### Bra int ree 7 : 21 : 14 7 : 21 : 44 30###3 : 47###3 : 45 43 -44% N### LOS D###
6 7 : 16 : 39 7 : 17 : 07 28###4 : 24###4 : 27 6 -35% N### LOS A### Ashmont 7 : 24 : 59 7 : 25 : 21 22###3 : 45###3 : 37 45 -44% N### LOS D###
7 7 : 22 : 01 7 : 23 : 33 92###5 : 22###6 : 26 52 -20% N### LOS D### Ashmont 7 : 28 : 43 7 : 29 : 07 24###3 : 44###3 : 46 46 -45% N### LOS D###
8 7 : 24 : 15 7 : 25 : 58 103###2 : 14###2 : 25 136 -67% N### LOS F### Bra int ree 7 : 36 : 54 7 : 37 : 41 47###8 : 11###8 : 34 221 21% Y### LOS H###
9 7 : 28 : 43 7 : 29 : 43 60###4 : 28###3 : 45 2 -34% N### LOS A### Ashmont 7 : 40 : 35 7 : 41 : 13 38###3 : 41###3 : 32 49 -45% N### LOS D###
10 7 : 33 : 30 7 : 34 : 12 42###4 : 47###4 : 29 17 -29% N### LOS B### Bra int ree 7 : 43 : 16 7 : 43 : 40 24###2 : 41###2 : 27 109 -60% N### LOS E###
11 7 : 40 : 52 7 : 41 : 41 49###7 : 22###7 : 29 172 9% Y### LOS G### Ashmont 7 : 47 : 14 7 : 47 : 33 19###3 : 58###3 : 53 32 -41% N### LOS C###
12 7 : 43 : 15 7 : 43 : 47 32###2 : 23###2 : 06 127 -65% N### LOS F### Bra int ree 7 : 50 : 07 7 : 50 : 28 21###2 : 53###2 : 55 97 -57% N### LOS E###
13 7 : 45 : 31 7 : 46 : 00 29###2 : 16###2 : 13 134 -66% N### LOS F### Bra int ree 7 : 53 : 47 7 : 54 : 16 29###3 : 40###3 : 48 50 -46% N### LOS D###
14 7 : 50 : 28 7 : 51 : 20 52###4 : 57###5 : 20 27 -27% N### LOS C### Ashmont 7 : 57 : 38 7 : 58 : 22 44###3 : 51###4 : 06 39 -43% N### LOS C###
15 7 : 53 : 43 7 : 54 : 19 36###3 : 15###2 : 59 75 -52% N### LOS D### Bra int ree 8 : 03 : 25 8 : 04 : 10 45###5 : 47###5 : 48 77 -14% N### LOS D###
16 7 : 58 : 53 7 : 59 : 36 43###5 : 10###5 : 17 40 -23% N### LOS D### Ashmont 8 : 05 : 54 8 : 06 : 17 23###2 : 29###2 : 07 121 -63% N### LOS F###
17 8 : 02 : 44 8 : 03 : 08 24###3 : 51###3 : 32 39 -43% N### LOS C### Bra int ree 8 : 09 : 51 8 : 10 : 22 31###3 : 57###4 : 05 33 -41% N### LOS C###
18 8 : 11 : 40 8 : 12 : 48 68###8 : 56###9 : 40 266 32% Y### LOS H### Ashmont 8 : 14 : 55 8 : 15 : 33 38###5 : 04###5 : 11 34 -25% N### LOS C###
19 8 : 14 : 26 8 : 14 : 56 30###2 : 46###2 : 08 104 -59% N### LOS E### Bra int ree 8 : 19 : 46 8 : 20 : 27 41###4 : 51###4 : 54 21 -28% N### LOS C###
20 8 : 16 : 31 8 : 18 : 50 139###2 : 05###3 : 54 145 -69% N### LOS F### Ashmont 8 : 22 : 22 8 : 23 : 01 39###2 : 36###2 : 34 114 -61% N### LOS E###
21 8 : 24 : 18 8 : 25 : 01 43###7 : 47###6 : 11 197 15% Y### LOS G### Bra int ree 8 : 26 : 58 8 : 27 : 37 39###4 : 36###4 : 36 6 -32% N### LOS A###
22 8 : 26 : 32 8 : 27 : 03 31###2 : 14###2 : 02 136 -67% N### LOS F### Ashmont 8 : 31 : 30 8 : 32 : 22 52###4 : 32###4 : 45 2 -33% N### LOS A###
23 8 : 29 : 28 8 : 30 : 02 34###2 : 56###2 : 59 94 -57% N### LOS E### Bra int ree 8 : 37 : 08 8 : 37 : 51 43###5 : 38###5 : 29 68 -17% N### LOS D###
24 8 : 32 : 26 8 : 33 : 01 35###2 : 58###2 : 59 92 -56% N### LOS E### Bra int ree 8 : 41 : 00 8 : 41 : 35 35###3 : 52###3 : 44 38 -43% N### LOS C###
25 8 : 35 : 40 8 : 36 : 14 34###3 : 14###3 : 13 76 -52% N### LOS D### Ashmont 8 : 45 : 44 8 : 46 : 32 48###4 : 44###4 : 57 14 -30% N### LOS B###
26 8 : 46 : 06 8 : 47 : 00 54###10 : 26###10 : 46 356 55% Y### LOS H### Bra int ree 8 : 49 : 32 8 : 50 : 14 42###3 : 48###3 : 42 42 -44% N### LOS D###
27 8 : 49 : 33 8 : 50 : 34 61###3 : 27###3 : 34 63 -49% N### LOS D### Ashmont 8 : 57 : 04 8 : 57 : 58 54###7 : 32###7 : 44 182 12% Y### LOS G###
28 8 : 52 : 09 8 : 52 : 46 37###2 : 36###2 : 12 114 -61% N### LOS E### Bra int ree 8 : 59 : 39 9 : 01 : 14 95###2 : 35###3 : 16 115 -62% N### LOS E###
29 8 : 54 : 57 8 : 55 : 44 47###2 : 48###2 : 58 102 -59% N### LOS E### Ashmont 9 : 05 : 31 9 : 06 : 20 49###5 : 52###5 : 06 82 -13% N### LOS E###
30 8 : 57 : 33 8 : 58 : 17 44###2 : 36###2 : 33 114 -61% N### LOS E### Bra int ree 9 : 08 : 00 9 : 08 : 27 27###2 : 29###2 : 07 121 -63% N### LOS F###
31 9 : 00 : 03 9 : 00 : 30 27###2 : 30###2 : 13 120 -63% N### LOS F### Ashmont 9 : 10 : 27 9 : 10 : 57 30###2 : 27###2 : 30 123 -64% N### LOS F###
32 9 : 03 : 19 9 : 04 : 36 77###3 : 16###4 : 06 74 -52% N### LOS D### Ashmont 9 : 12 : 46 9 : 13 : 15 29###2 : 19###2 : 18 131 -66% N### LOS F###
33 9 : 06 : 37 9 : 07 : 07 30###3 : 18###2 : 31 72 -51% N### LOS D### Bra int ree 9 : 16 : 50 9 : 17 : 33 43###4 : 04###4 : 18 26 -40% N### LOS C###
34 9 : 14 : 19 9 : 15 : 09 50###7 : 42###8 : 02 192 14% Y### LOS G### Ashmont 9 : 21 : 41 9 : 22 : 09 28###4 : 51###4 : 36 21 -28% N### LOS C###
35 9 : 17 : 28 9 : 18 : 11 43###3 : 09###3 : 02 81 -53% N### LOS E### Bra int ree 9 : 25 : 36 9 : 26 : 09 33###3 : 55###4 : 00 35 -42% N### LOS C###
36 9 : 19 : 36 9 : 20 : 00 24###2 : 08###1 : 49 142 -68% N### LOS F### Ashmont 9 : 29 : 05 9 : 29 : 50 45###3 : 29###3 : 41 61 -48% N### LOS D###
37 9 : 21 : 38 9 : 22 : 08 30###2 : 02###2 : 08 148 -70% N### LOS F### Ashmont 9 : 31 : 55 9 : 32 : 27 32###2 : 50###2 : 37 100 -58% N### LOS E###
38 9 : 29 : 48 9 : 30 : 24 36###8 : 10###8 : 16 220 21% Y### LOS H### Bra int ree 9 : 35 : 15 9 : 36 : 07 52###3 : 20###3 : 40 70 -51% N### LOS D###
39 9 : 32 : 04 9 : 32 : 38 34###2 : 16###2 : 14 134 -66% N### LOS F### Ashmont 9 : 37 : 55 9 : 39 : 34 99###2 : 40###3 : 27 110 -60% N### LOS E###
40 9 : 34 : 08 9 : 34 : 39 31###2 : 04###2 : 01 146 -69% N### LOS F### Bra int ree 9 : 42 : 47 9 : 43 : 26 39###4 : 52###3 : 52 22 -28% N### LOS C###
41 9 : 40 : 30 9 : 41 : 04 34###6 : 22###6 : 25 112 -6% N### LOS E### Ashmont 9 : 45 : 37 9 : 46 : 05 28###2 : 50###2 : 39 100 -58% N### LOS E###
42 9 : 47 : 37 9 : 48 : 14 37###7 : 07###7 : 10 157 5% Y### LOS F### Bra int ree 9 : 52 : 05 9 : 52 : 43 38###6 : 28###6 : 38 118 -4% N### LOS E###
43 9 : 57 : 20 9 : 57 : 32 12###9 : 43###9 : 18 313 44% Y### LOS H### Ashmont 9 : 54 : 58 9 : 55 : 38 40###2 : 53###2 : 55 97 -57% N### LOS E###
44 9 : 59 : 25 9 : 59 : 55 30###2 : 05###2 : 23 145 -69% N### LOS F### Bra int ree 9 : 58 : 54 9 : 59 : 33 39###3 : 56###3 : 55 34 -42% N### LOS C###45 ### ###

46 PEAK AM HOUR Is t he 1.5 Headway Limit### PEAK AM HOUR Is the 1.5 Headway Limit###
47 Average Dwel l = 49 sec 14 T r a ins t ot a l ### Avera ge Dwel l = 45 sec 14 T r a ins t ot a l ###
48 Maximum Dwell = 139 sec YES 3### ### Maximum Dwell = 95 sec YES 1### ###
49 Minimum Dwell = 24 sec T o ta l 14### ### Minimum Dwell = 23 sec To ta l 14
50 Average Ar r iva l Headway= ###4 : 11 04 : 30 Sch e d u le Percent Exceeded 21%### Average Ar r iva l Headway= ###4 : 26 04 : 30 Sch e d u le Percent Exceeded 7%
51 M aximum Ar r iva l Headway= ###10 : 26 Ser vice St anda rd 5%### Maxim um Ar r iva l Headway= ###7 : 32 Service St andard 5%
52 M inimum Ar r iva l Headway= ###2 : 05 Defi ciency 16%### M inimum Ar r iva l Headway= ###2 : 29 Defi ciency 2%
53 St andar d Devia t io n o f 14 Northbound t rains= 163 seconds LOS G Standa rd Deviat io n of 14 Southbound t rains = 62 seconds LOS D
54 Maximum = 356 seconds Maximum = 121 seconds

55 Average = 136 seconds Average = 47 seconds
56 Sta n da r d Dev ia t io n o f T okyo T r a n s it (2 min HW): 7.5 seconds S t anda r d Deviat io n o f T okyo T r ans i t (2 m in HW )= 7.5 seconds

57 ### ###
58 7-10 AM PEAK PERIOD Is t he 1.5 Headway Limit### 7-10 AM PEAK PERIOD Is the 1.5 Headway Limit###
59 Aver age Dw el l = 43 sec 44 T r a ins t ot a l ### Aver age Dwel l = 39 sec 44 T r a ins t ot a l ###
60 Maximum Dwell = 139 sec YES 8### ### Maximum Dwell = 99 sec YES 3### ###
61 Minimum Dwell = 12 sec T o ta l 44### ### Minimum Dwell = 19 sec To ta l 44###
62 Average Ar r iva l Headway= ###4 : 08 04 : 30 Sch e d u le Percent Exceeded 18%### Aver age Ar r iva l Headw ay= ###4 : 06 04 : 30 Sch e d u le Percent Exceeded 7%
63 M aximum Ar r iva l Headway= ###10 : 26 Service St anda rd 5%### Max imum Ar r iva l Headway= ###8 : 11 Service St andard 5%
64 M inimum Ar r iva l Headway= ###2 : 02 Defi ciency 13% M in imum Ar r iva l Headway= ###2 : 19 Defi ciency 2%
65 St andar d Devia t io n o f 44 Northbound t rains = 141 seconds LOS F Standa rd Devia t ion of 44 Southbound t rains= 83 seconds LOS E
66 Maximum = 356 seconds Maximum = 221 seconds
67 Minimum = 2 seconds Minimum = 2 seconds
68 Sta n da r d Dev ia t io n o f T okyo T r a n s it (2 min HW): 7.5 seconds S t anda r d Deviat io n o f T okyo T r ans i t (2 m in HW )= 7.5 seconds

69

70 Deviat ion from Average Headway : Less than 10 seconds is ....... LOS A Deviat ion from Average Headway : Between 80 & 120 seconds ..... LOS E

71 Deviat ion from Average Headway : Between 10 & 20 seconds ..... LOS B Deviat ion from Average Headway : Between 120 & 160 seconds ... LOS F

72 Deviat ion from Average Headway : Between 20 & 40 seconds ..... LOS C Deviat ion from Average Headway : Between 160 & 200 seconds ... LOS G

73 Deviat ion from Average Headway : Between 40 & 80 seconds ..... LOS D Deviat ion from Average Headway : Between 200 & 240 seconds ... LOS H

Late Trains: 1.5 x Scheduled Headway=

1.5 Sch e d HW? 1.5 Sch e d HW?

SUMMARY : MORNING PEAKHOUR FOR TRAINS TO ALEWIFE SUMMARY : MORNING PEAK HOUR FOR TRAINS TO BRAINTREE AND ASHMONT

Actually Exceeded ? Actually Exceeded ?

SUMMARY : MORNING PEAKPERIOD FOR TRAINS TO ALEWIFE SUMMARY : MORNING PEAK PERIOD FOR TRAINS TO BRAINTREE AND ASHMONT

Actually Exceeded ? Actually Exceeded ?

Definition of Headway Deviation LEVEL of SERVICE :


